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Book 1: Genesis explains
everything about the origin
of the flying broomstick.
This includes the mystery
organization, FOG, the
wand, and all the
experiments (and trauma)
that make the broomstick a
revolution in personal
transportation. Oh, and
there’s that movie, Three on
a Broomstick--fantasy and
reality collide!
Also available on Kindle
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Book 2: The Missing Wand
centers on recovering the
stolen wand before it can
be used for great
destruction! Sudden flying
broomstick popularity
freaks out the FAA. And
the extreme religious right
thinks it’s witchcraft! Join
the broom races! Not to
mention filming Three on a
Broomstick on location in
southwestern Colorado.
Also available on Kindle
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Book 3: FOG at the
Crossroads, chronicles a
deep schism that could
destroy FOG, all because
FOG loses the Holy
Grail. And a misguided
journalist causes chaos in
the brooming world. The
Plasma Vortex wants the
wand to create mayhem
and extortion. A wild ride
in Colorado and Southern
England! Oh yes, that
movie again!
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